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After Eugenia Loli 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

Under the skirt 
 

There are universes under the skirt 
Undefined and beautiful 

Knowing their power they have been framed lavishly 
To draw your attention 

The spiral arm of this galaxy 
Is enticing you 

The beringed hand holds back 
A sky of skirt 

Inviting you in 
 
 

 
 
 

  



 
 

Matilda 

 
Matilda, your mother told you: 
“Never trust boys, trust your instincts.” 
And now, in your pretty party dress 
you spin.  Blindfolded.  Trusting. 
 
But the red-haired boy  
has pulled back the blind to behold the void. 
Four children well-dressed, well-behaved 
are complicit with the silence of stars. 
 
You lean forward, arms outstretched, 
side-step then shuffle forward. 
Crab Nebula, Andromeda await you 
and you fall, trusting, into the universe. 
 
 
  



 
 

One two three 
 
They are playing a game: 
-One two three Sun- 
and nobody can move.  
They are looking for a no-movement moment. 
They are looking for a sunny no-movement moment. 
They are looking forward to catching this moment.  
A child managed, but buried his eyes and this blind child put 
his hand on the wall of the void and all the others screamed about 
falling and becoming a part of the universe.  
 

 
 
 
 

  



 
 

Wormhole 
 
They mock us gently, our brief space flights delving tongues of 
telescopes flights, I am a woman made of stardust, my constellations 
woven by expectations of beauty, I am the muse for childhood 
imaginings of what stars make, the man in the moon my undertaker, 
drawing into wormholes my original beauty as if it were original sin, 
men and women travelling away from me in spaceships, I am losing 
them, satellites shut down, unrecognisable morse code, unlike 
communication, I am a space station with broken scopes. The dot 
dot dash, the splash of water against a ship. Heavenly bodies, we use 
you to navigate our course. The siren song of the seven sisters, or the 
pulse of the Lode Star. We have reached the stars women don space 
helmets and fly there and yet their skill is still the least of it. How do 
you do your hair in space astronaut woman? All your training and 
knowledge crashed meteorites before microphones. You know, it is 
like riding a horse in a space without gravity in sandless world. 
 
  



 
 

Women in Space 

Caroline Herschel 
DOB: 16 March 1750 
German British astronomer 
Discovered the periodic comet 35P/Herschel-Rigollet 
Awarded a Gold Medal of the Royal Astronomical Society in 1828 
Crater C. Herschel on the moon was named for her.  
Asteroid 281 Lucretia named after her second name.  

 
Caroline Herschel was an astronomer in the 18th century. Her father 
took pains to give her an education, her mother was resistant to this 
and thought she should learn to support herself through housework. 
She was housekeeper for her brother and said, "I did nothing for my 
brother but what a well-trained puppy dog would have done, that is 
to say, I did what he commanded me." His interest in astronomy 
became her interest and after her brother married she pursued this 
independently. Initially he trained her in order to assist his work with 
high powered telescopes, but then she began making her own 
observations and discovered several comets. Adrienne Rich’s poem 
Planetarium honours her achievements. She was the first woman to 
receive wages for her scientific work and a gap of more than a 
century passed until a woman was awarded the Gold Medal from the 
Royal Astronomical Society again after Caroline received it in 1828, 
showing how underrepresented women were in this field over the 
course of time.  
  



 
 

Meet me in the void 
 
I am an instrument in the shape of a woman 
Trying to translate pulsations  
  
of ill-constructed sentience into  
sentiments that hold some weight 
and I am weighty 
waking to the eclipse of new cadences 
as we migrate 
from ornate telescopic amateur astronomy 
our personalised constellations 
to consolations 
that discoveries 
are to be shared. 
This is shared space 
I'm not the only one  
who saw you shining  
and it hurts to become  
like it hurts to exist  
and as we reminisce  
I know  
that the way  
I trace your stardust 
is no more permanent  
than iron filings. 
You are transient as gravity 
it just matters 
where the magnets are  
and I am far too lost 
to hold you in place  
and the void we leave 
is shared space 
now that we are shared space 
for most of history 
anonymous was a woman 
and now  
she has a name.  
 



 
 

Family 

 
I am an instrument 
in the shape of a woman 
trying to translate pulsations 
holding it all together-I must 
Will you let me pulsate? 
ever-expanding needs 
my needs are not anti-matter 
I am a shape of no form 
show me your ticket 
it’s not yet your turn 
 
* 
 
Tool 
 
I am an instrument 
in the shape of a woman 
trying to translate pulsations. 
I am the newest invention 
turn me on to turn you on 
I am an instrument 
no longer woman 
listening to elevate sensations 
you make me look 
toolish.  
 
 



 
 

I am an instrument to discover the distance between twin stars 
 
I am an instrument translating the pulsation where one of the twins 
survives whereas the other becomes a blackhole and tries to eat it. 
 
Two months ago a physicist told me about stars. He is working 
on the fact there is not a lonely star in the universe, often living in  
a group, depending on the others. Since I am trying to translate 
the pulsation of this kind of stars waiting in the void, wanting a 
gravity twin meeting.  
 

 

  



 
 

Women in Space 
 
Yelena Serova 
DOB: 22 April 1976  
Russian Cosmonaut  
Selected as cosmonaut in 2006 
Expedition 41 assigned in 2011, launched Sep 2014.  
One of the first female Russian cosmonaut to visit the International Space 
Station. 

 
Although the Soviet Union was the first to send a woman into space-
Valentina Tereshkova in 1963-Yelena Serova is only the fourth 
Russian woman in space since that time. To compare this to other 
nations, forty five USA women have flown in space, and nine from 
other nations. She is aware that this an important role for her and 
has spoken of it as hopefully being a breakthrough for other Russian 
women. The press reaction to her being the only female on the 
mission for the September 2014 launch, was to question her on her 
motherhood, and how she was planning to do her hair in space. "I 
have a question for you," Serova replied. "Why don't you ask the 
question about Alexander's hair? I'm sorry, this is my answer." 
  



 
 

Women in Space Suits 
 
How do you do your hair in space? 
Blow dry it darling in the heat of the sun  
leave the physics of the tangible oxygen in your lungs 
for the men in suits to look after  
 
Look at you 
 
radiant in the solar flare down to your bikini  
in the lap of a marooned planet hot to your tanned thighs  
with Saturn’s bloody funeral in your wake 
 
Take care of your hair  
first and foremost 
worry about the curl of it the flick of it 
you are a mirage in a desert of vastness 
we don’t even need to fit your Barbie body in a spacesuit 
you are aglow with your own crash landing 
 
did you fly to close to the moon  
and freeze the milk in your breasts? 
  



 
 

Wormhole Broken Sonnets 
Becoming Galactic  
 
I awoke and I am half galaxy 
below my waist is milky, hot with stars. 
Above I am floral, blousy, 
it's my secret; I dazzle stellar. 
 
Below, I am an infinite spiral; 
I pivot around a single sun. 
I can bring life from this caldera, 
I can bring life and death on. 
 
I could kill you with my mass 
for physics is now on my side. 
I swirl, clench, collapse, am space. 
I am space, I stretch wide. 
 
The black I fear and thrive and see. 
The black I fear will consume me. 
 
* 
A Universe of Men  
 
She’s faceless, lifts her skirts for us 
Reveals the painted world of our gaze 
We’ve looked too hard and too long into her 
Thinking her a cave that leads us out 
 
Hunt for the darting stars of her orgasm 
Screwing the planets out of her, some kind of Venus 
Unliveable air, unbreathable lust, we do not get too close 
Only stare, pry into her with paint, telescopes, pens, 
 
and we pull from her what we will-a universe of men.  



 
 

 
Universe  
 
My cunt is universe all of itself 
The quick of me of the highest gravity 
Pulling my thoughts to you  
When I think of your touch 
It draws in all thoughts of  
My current time and space 
Lust wormholing me 
Uselessly to outer regions of space 
I am adrift among stars and broken satellites 
My eyes dilate large as planets 
Lost in my inner space 
Missing stops on the bus 
 
* 
 
Newton’s Laws  
 
Your skin is the Milky Way, 
The stars in my eyes gravitate 
Around your vacuous axis 
As we redefine Newton's laws 
With ink as viscous as rainbows 
Tipping us over the edge 
And into antimatter 
Into antitheses 
Far too Deep Space 9 to comprehend 
And you lend me oxygen 
And unravel me from within  
As your nitrous oxide eyes 
Search for my carbon monoxide smile  
I ask: what now?  
 



 
 

The Lasso of Infinite Appetite  
 

Write a poem based on the collage-The Lasso of Infinite Appetite: 

 

 

  



 
 

He has missed her shine 
 

 
 
 
 
  



 
 

starry shower 
 
I shall consume you 
suck your- 
empty shell 
create a vacuum 
of uniformity-implode 
and put on their 
mayors and standards 
lick off your remains-starry shower 
clean my teeth with 
the shiny silver 
of his gallant badges. 
  



 
 

Punch Cards 
(after Self Conditioning by Eugenia Loli) 
 
I had a picture 
of an end product. 
  
I’ve seen other units 
replicate the ideal pattern perfectly, 
to the programmers’ exact spec. 
  
So I copied the archaic cards 
from producers of successful lines; 
I read them 
religiously. 
  
So, it seemed almost impossible 
when i found the product’s weave proved flimsy; 
the fit, wrong. 
  
With every new run, 
the goods are faulty; 
  
some snagging imperfection. 
  
The only fault I can find 
is with my own machinery. 
  
It’s surely not the blueprint; 
and even if it was, 
I can’t fashion love blind. 

 
  



 
 

Contributors 
 
Under the skirt by Anna Percy 
Matilda by Jennie Bailey 
One two three by Stéphanie Vivier  
Wormhole -contributions by workshop participants.  
Meet me in the void by Sophie 
Family & Tool by Lisa Lorenz  
I am in instrument…by Stéphanie Vivier  
Women in Space Suits by Becca Audra Smith  
Wormhole Broken Sonnets in order of appearance: 
Becoming galactic by Jennie Bailey 
A Universe of men by Becca Audra Smith 
Universe by Anna Percy 
Newton’s Laws by Sophie 
He has missed her shine by Anna Percy  
Starry Shower by Lisa Lorenz  
Punch Cards by Chris Harland  
 
 
 
  



 
 

Eugenia Loli Titles 
 
Write a poem using a Eugenia Loli title of her surreal collages that 
feature galaxies. Use it as the title of your piece or the first words:  
 
Astral Double 

Bath Rings 

Just a few more steps, Matilda  

Road to nowhere 

She’s all that  

What’s Cooking 

Wormhole 

Young Discoverer 

Stroll on Saturn  

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………   



 
 

 

 
 
 

 
Poems taking inspiration from surreal collage artist Eugenia Loli: 

www.eugenialoli.tumblr.com 
 

Moniza Ali’s poem ‘In Space’ 
 

They mock us gently, our brief space flights 
 

Adrienne Rich’s poem ‘Planetarium’ 
 

I am an instrument in the shape of a woman/ trying to translate 
pulsations 

 
See workshop prompts and more information at: 

www.stirredpoetry.wordpress.com 


